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About This Game

Be A Crane Master

Have you ever seen a crane operator and thought that you would have done the same, seeing the world from bird’s eye view and
touching the clouds? Now you’ve got such an opportunity!

Play as a real crane operator and put the container in the appropriate place. In each round you will have to put one container in
the indicated place. You don’t have much time! The higher level you achieve, the faster time goes and the less time you have to

move the containers.

To make a bigger impression on you, we’ve decided to move our game to virtual reality. You will have an opportunity not only
to experience what the crane operator normally does but also to look at the world from the perspective of 72-metres machine. If

you have a fear of heights, be careful - you can feel a little bit dizzy.
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Use Vive controllers to control a crane and an elevator that will take you to the top of the vehicle. Be precise and try to not fall -
in virtual reality losing can be very painful!

Ready to Start? So… Let’s Play A Game!
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Title: VR Crane Master
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RealityBusters.co
Publisher:
MoreFromIT Sp. z o.o.
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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A really solid rouge-like with a wide range of classes and abilities. Runs very smoothly at 60FPS which you wouldn't think
would make a difference for a turn based game but it really makes it feel better.

The game is also on Mobile F2Pwith a fair IAP model but this seems to real way to play it without any of that and at a good
price.

Unlocks are now based on achievements (or can just be unlocked in the options menu)

Pick it up!!

Plays well, Looks great and brilliant for new and experienced Rouge-like players.. It's really hard to pin this game into a genre.
It's an exploratory puzzle game, but feels kinda like an idle game and definitely has a storyline. It's uinque and quirky and if that
sounds like something you might be interested in, I recommend it.

You can see my first impression playthrough here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c1ER8sdCeF4. Hailstorm is the closest to Halo VR you can get at the moment. Want to
know more? How about a developer who pushes out regular updates and keeps his players informed on the game's Discord.
Once you open a multiplayer game - the options you can work with (and save for future use) are almost endless...SWAT, sticky
grenade dodgeball, rocket launchers only....whatever you want! You can tweak everything from thruster power to shield amount.
It is a crime that this game does not have more attention than it is currently getting. With custom maps and other features on the
horizon now is the time to jump in and support this game. I rarely write reviews, but the laughs and blasts I've had in this game
are too good to not share with the rest of the SteamVR community. If you want a sci-fi FPS in VR at a fair price to blast your
friends and strangers - this is it.. At first I was disappointed because I thought the game only went up to 30FPS and it felt really
weird to me, but then I realized you can switch between 15\/30\/60 FPS by pressing F4.

Anyway, this is a very good expansion for a very good game. It adds a lot of cool new items and graphics to the game that I
would have never thought I needed. Scrolls that create a bridge through difficult terrain, many different potions and effects,
improving the starting castle. This expansion is worth it.. Not recommended ATM (hoping they can fix it) but from the past they
have history of ignoring the problems. They will probably release 1 or 2 useless patch then they are done.. Enjoyable chiptune
music to play in the background as you play other games. Not much to be said, although a few tracks are oddly short. But to
provide an example I would have to be able to type the song titles which leads into another point worth making: all the song
titles are in Japanese. Minor, but it also makes it hard to tell which ones I liked since I can't easily sort them by title. But all in all
good music.
Edit: They fixed the song titles.. This game is... UNBELIEVABLE! I went into this game with decent expectations after i saw a
few videos, and i have to say it meant the expectations easily. I think this game is out-of-this-world for the price that i got it for,
59 cents. Thats incredible. If you can get it for under a dollar, then do so. Its amazing. Heres a small list of pros and cons:

+You get a all of the weapons at the start
+the weapons are unique and fun to mess around with
+the plain white art design is really cool to me, i personally love white
+The color detection of the enemies is a really nice idea
+i played this game for over an hour, i think that justifies 59 cents

+IT HAS EXPLODING RABBITS

-it has a wierd grainy texture\/filter applied on it
-It has a wierd blur effect
-the AI dosnt seem to change according to level
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- the detection of the AI seems inconsistent
-theres no multiplayer

Overall I rate this a 9\/10, solid. Make sure to pick this up if u can!
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You can use an American flag to shove a pole up the police's arses and use the  Ullapool Caber German hand grenade to smash
in SWAT's faces.

100\/10. There's nothing here that you haven't seen done before or done better. Waste of time.. Underrated. Controls are tight
and responsive, and the levels are creative and fresh. I really hope more content is coming.

Also, if I may suggest, a level editor would be great to keep levels coming!. Despite my little play time, i think the game is very
cool and i will come back from time to time.. Oh, look, Lego DLC. Apparently was pre-order bonus in some versions. Has
around 8 new characters, 2 vehicles and 10 race laps for those vehicles.

And look, it's LEGO game with already tons of characters with some shared powers. And knowing it, you can guess that 8 new
characters are as good as reskins.

Still, I am too biased toward Symbiote Spider-Man, even though his abilities are no different from normal Spider-Man. And
some other superheroes are cool. Add additional vehicle race fluff and I guess I can recommend it on sale.
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